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What are cheat sheets?
Cheat sheets are probably a very unfair name for what are in fact reference cards or pages of
information that you may use to remind yourself of everything from computer functions to specific
dates. We use them extensively for revision as well as helping us to undertake tasks such as
creating a finance spreadsheet. These cheat sheets will contain all of the information that we may
require to remember to get the work done or the information that we are most likely to forget.

Why do you need cheat sheets?
It is not cheating to use cheat sheets, unless you actually take them into an exam with you when
you shouldn’t. These sheets will help you to have quick access to all of the information that you
may need without having to leaf through many different books and your notes to find what you
need. These reference sheets will help you save a huge amount of time and will also help you to
memorize information that you would otherwise forget. Downloading our easy to use sheets will
help you to get the work done more efficiently and make fewer mistakes.

What will we provide you with?
The purpose of this website is to provide you with cheat sheets for all of your different applications
whether you are a student or already in employment. There are cheat sheets out there that can
provide you with help with everything from running your life and becoming a success to how to
apply for a college place. Our website is going to provide you with access to many different cheat
sheets that will cover many different areas such as the following and so many more:
Homework cheat sheets
Revision cheat sheets and guides
Web design cheat sheet
Finance cheat sheets
Programming cheat sheets
WordPress cheat sheets
PhP cheat sheet
Science cheat sheets
Math cheat sheets
Trigonometry cheat sheet
Organic chemistry cheat sheet
So many more
Our cheat sheets are arranged simply so that you can find the information that you need and
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download it quickly and easily. All are formatted and designed for easy use to provide you with an
easily referenced cheat sheet containing all of the information that you may need.

Our cheat sheets are some of the very best you will find online
There are many free cheat sheets out there and many sites have collated sheets that students and
professionals alike have shared online for all to use. However not all of these sheets are accurate
and not everyone is what you would call “my cheat sheet”. Not everyone needs to remember the
same information so not every sheet for a specific subject or function will be relevant to you. We try
to provide you with the very best cheat sheets by providing you with sheets that have been
designed and reviewed by real experts. Our cheat sheet template is clear and easy to follow and
our experts ensure that the information that is included on the sheets is complete, accurate and the
information that you are most likely to need. By using the cheat sheets that we provide for
download you can be sure that you are getting the very best cheat sheet in your area.

Up to date help for “my cheat sheet”
Another issue with many of the other sites out there that will provide you with cheat sheets is that
they do not keep their information up to date. Out site regularly reviews the sheets that we have
available as well as taking note of any feedback that we receive. We will update our sheets as
required to ensure that the information that is contained is relevant and accurate at all times.
Should you ever encounter information on our sheets that has been superseded just let us know
and we will be sure to update the relevant sheets for everyone.

So if you are looking for the best reference for your studies or work just come
to us and download “my cheat sheet” for an easy to use and concise list of
everything you need to know!
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